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UMTS and Mobile ComputingArtech House Publishers, 2002
This unique book bridges the gap between ubiquitous computing (UBICOMP) and third generation mobile communication. A first-of-its-kind, this resource helps you decide which are the most promising technologies to use for specific mobile communication applications. Scenarios indicate how new applications will be developed and how to implement them....
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Blackjacking: Security Threats to BlackBerry Devices, PDAs, and Cell Phones in the EnterpriseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Is someone waiting to pick off your BlackBerry?

Today, it is almost impossible to do business without a cell phone and a BlackBerry or PDA. These devices are a lifeline for companies large and small. And nobody knows this better than a hacker.

Traditionally, security for mobile devices—which are essentially...
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Understanding Wap : Wireless Applications, Devices, and Services (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2000
Over the last five years or so a revolution has taken place, and continues to do so, that is changing the way we communicate and interact with each other and our environment. The advent of the Internet and the ubiquitous presence of mobile personal communications systems are the most prominent examples of this. The Internet has made it possible to...
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Beginning Android 4 Application DevelopmentWrox Press, 2012


	I FIRST STARTED PLAYING WITH THE ANDROID SDK before it was offi cially released as version 1.0.

	Back then, the tools were unpolished, the APIs in the SDK were unstable, and the documentation

	was sparse. Fast-forward three and a half years, Android is now a formidable mobile operating

	system, with a following no less impressive than...
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Android Wireless Application Development Volume II: Advanced Topics (3rd Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2012

	Pioneered by the Open Handset Alliance and Google,Android is a popular, free, opensource


	mobile platform that has taken the wireless world by storm.This book and

	Android Wireless Application Development Volume I: Android Essentials provide comprehensive

	guidance for software development teams on designing,...
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Geolocation in iOS: Mobile Positioning and Mapping on iPhone and iPadO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The mobile phone—specifically the iPhone, which continues to define the state of the
	
		art for smartphones—has become the primary interface device for geographicallytagged
	
		data.
	
		Take advantage of iPhone and iPad sensors and advanced geolocation technologies to build state-of-the-art location...
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Pro Windows Phone App DevelopmentApress, 2013

	The Windows Phone 8 platform provides a remarkable opportunity for Windows developers to create state-of-the-art mobile applications using their existing skills and a familiar toolset. Pro Windows Phone App Development, Third Edition, helps you unlock the potential of this platform and create dazzling, visually rich, and highly functional...
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Moodle 3 Administration - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Learn how to plan, install, optimize, customize, and configure Moodle
	
		Guarantee a cutting-edge learning experience in a secure and customizable environment while optimizing your day-to-day workload
	
		A one-stop guide with a problem-solution approach and a wide range of real-world...
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PHP-Nuke GaragePrentice Hall, 2005
Enter your PHP-Nuke Garage... where you master the most powerful, cheap (and/or free) Web content system ever created, then use it to build great Web sites, portals, or communities... hands-on, step-by-step.

PHP-Nuke is remarkably capable and reliable, but until now, it's...
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BlackBerry Pearl For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Manage your contacts, appointments, e-mail, and media
    

    Find out how to do a string of things with your BlackBerry Pearl!    

    It's a fact — your BlackBerry Pearl can do almost anything except bake a pie — but you can use it to e-mail a recipe!    

    This friendly...
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Location and Personalisation: Delivering Online and Mobility Services (BT Communications Technology)Institution Electrical Engineers, 2003
The world is charging towards the new network technologies of broadband and 3G and new application technologies face the challenge of where they can be used. This book takes a pragmatic look at two particular application technologies - location and personalisation - and presents an understanding of the technical and business impact of these...
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Professional Microsoft Office SharePoint Designer 2007 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
With Professional Microsoft Office SharePoint Designer 2007, you can master all aspects of using Share Point Designer in an Enterprise environment to enhance Microsoft SharePoint Products and Technologies. Review key integration points, how to use CSS editing tools to create and modify SharePoint themes, how to supplement SharePoint...
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